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IMPRESSION MANAGEMENT: RESPONSES OF
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TO SCHOOL-

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COUNCIM

Principals of public schools in Los Angeles have

recently been faced with modification of their traditional

role as a result of administrative: decentralization of the

Los Angeles Unified School District. This paper discusses

how the principals deal with a particular aspect of this

modification, namely, the changes in their role with regard

to 'making deciaions.1

Data gathering concerning this question was conducted

under the direction of Drs. Jay D. Scribner and David O'Shea

of the Graduate School of Education, UCLA during July 1972 to

September 1973. This research was part of a larger research

project involved with studying the decentralization and com-

munity control movements in the school district.

Under the.form of decentralization adopted by the Los

Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) policy-making remains

1Decision-making in organizations involves authority.
Definitions of authority differ, but usually take into account
ti eber's (1947:324) definition that authority involves "the
probability that certain specific commands (or all commands)
from a given source will be obeyed bya given group of per-
sons." Issuing commands involves making certain decisions.
Principals are part of the hierarchical authority structure
of the school district and, as trained professionals, pre ex-
pected to make and be responsible for certain organizational
decisions, rather than solely obey commands of hierarchical
superiors.
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in the hands of the central School Board. To assist prin-

cipals in their responsibility of implementing the Board's

policies, school-community advisoxy councils-- composed of

parents, community members, school staff and, in secondary

schools, students--have been mandated by the Board for each

school.1 At the same time, principals have been given in-

creased autonomy with regard to decision-making at their

schools. Though now having greater latitude in making certain

decisions, such as budget allocations, the presence of ad-

visory councils presents a potential source of challenge to

the principals which was formerly non-existent, and to which

they must adjust.

Fantin', (1970) discusses the movement for community

participation indevision-making as analogous to struggles

for client involvement in decision-making in the anti-poveity

and welfare programs. What is happening, in effect, is that

the traditional service institution. is being confronted with
a

an externally imposed innovation--client or lay participa-

tion in organizational decision-making.

This lay participation provides a potential challenge

to the authority structure within the organization (Cooley,

1927). Traditionally, organizations, particularly professional

1This action was taken by the School Board as a re-
sponse to pending legislative action to decentralize the
school district.
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organizations,1 have resisted outside intervention, especially

with regards to decision-making (Gross, 1964). Professional

persons within organizations believe that they have greater

competence in making decisions than have lay persons and

consequently attempt to resist lay involvement.

Several urban public school districts have recently

been faced With efforts to involve the public in policy for-

mulation through "community control." Community control, as

usually understood, consists of tne involvement of a school-

community lay advisory council--composed of citizens in local

school attendance areas--in decision-making with regard to

policy formulation, with implementation left to the school

staff (Boocock, 1972; Kodrner, 1960; Janowitz, 1969; Levin,

1970; Lisser, ..970; Scribner and O'Shea, 1972). School-com-

munity advisoiy groups--whether in the form of a local school

board, as in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville district of New York

City, having as one of its responsibilities the hiring of a

local administrator, or in the form of an advisory council,

with very limited responsibilities--can thus be considered as

parallel to lay advisory groups to other service organizations.

As is the case of other organizations, the princi-

pal--as the representative administrator and the person for-

"La....a.mi
1Those with professionals in the authority hier-

exchy, e.g., hospitals, schools, and colleges.
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many responsible for his institution-.:.has to take account

of lay advice or contend with potential conflict. In effect,

the School Board has been able to deflect to the local school

principal the demands and complaints of which it had pre-

viously been the target. Now it is frequently he who must

respond to the local community, rather than the Board (Mann,

1972). Therefore, much of the success or failure of the ad-

visory councils, and consequently the movement toward greater

local involvement in the schools, depends upon the principal.

Adjustment by the principals is not made easier by

the fact that the School Board's Guidelines for advisory

councils have been considered by many prindipals and council

members as ambiguous) with regard to the extent to which

councils are purely "advisory"2 or have a legitimate role in

lAs discussed in the 1972 Board Report, An Evaluation
of School-Community Advisory Councils, and as reported by Jack
McCurdy of the Los Angeles Times (September 27, 1972). The
School Board moved in October, -.072 to clarify the ambiguous
statement of roles. One key section of the recommended
clarification states that the principal "remains xesponsib:.e
for decisions which are necessary to the administration and
supervision of the school" and that the council duties are
involved with "participating in the decision-making process
through involvement in the assessment of education needs, the
planning of the educational program, the definitionof goals,
and the evaluation of the school and its academic effective-
nesl." From interviews with principals and advisory council
members, .the ambiguity remains.

2Gross (1964:122) discusses advisers: "The adviser
as adviser mainly helps a unit or organization use the re-
sourcei-rt already has. Therefore, as adviser, he does not
provide assistance or support in carrying out the advice
that has been given."
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formalizing decisions.

The ambiguity of understanding regarding the role

of advisory councils presents a potential for conflict'

between the principal and the council at any given'school if

mutual expectations for involvement2 in decision-making

differ. Given the mandatory nature of advisory councils and

the apparent intent3 of the Board that these entities be-

come institutionalized in an orderly way, principals are

likely to want harmonious, rather than conflictful, relation-

ships with them. To avoid conflict, the principal may have

to manipulate council members in.order to retain control over

decision-making while not affronting the feelings of council

members anxious that their views be influential in guiding the

activities of the school.

unity.
'Conflict is defined here as a disruption of social

2See Gross (1964). Fantini (1970:51) distinguishes
between two forms of involvement--participation and control.
Participation refers to reform of the school dfstricts
through some degree of "meaningful" involvement in decision-
making. When participation is "thwarted or obstructed,"
demands for control may arise in which efforts are made to
achieve a "totally separate structure over which the com-
munity exercises essentially autonomous control." Involve-
ment, thus, can be seen as on a continuum--ranging from a
small degree of participation (meaningful) in effecting
decisions (in this case, an advisory participation) to com-
plete control (making the decision exclusively).

3The genuineness of this intent has been questioned
by many. See McCurdy (September 27, 1972) and as found in
preliminary interviews with advisory council members and
community representatives.

es,a
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The principal may attempt to tactfully discourage

involvement by the advisory council in decision-making. By

doing so, he, most likoly, would present himself as the

competent, trained, and legal authority. However, depending

on the circumstances, such as if the council members do not

react favorably, this action may lead to a confliotful and

potentially professionally tenuous situation for the principal.

Therefore, the principal may instead attempt to in-

fluence the council members' understanding or perception of

the real nature of their involvement in decision-making.

While it is actually he who retains the authority to mako

decisions with regard to important matters, the council mem-

bers may be led to believe that they are sufficiently in-

volved in making the decisions, so that a semblance of order

is maintained. Mann (1972) in his study of principal-ad-

visory council relations, discusses this "false harmony" in

which agreement on paiticular topics may be forced by one

side or the other and is consequently superficial rather than

substantive and is concerned with trivial, rather than sig-

nificant, matters.

From data gathered from interviews with principals

and council members, both of these possibilities--discouraging

involvement and influencing impressions--were found to exist

as behaviors exhibited by principals in their relations with

their advisory councils. In some instances,. a combination

of these behaviors was found to exist; that is, that a given



principal engages in both tactics.

Impression Management

As the formation of advisory councils is fairly

recent,' institutional mechanisms to assist the principal in

his dilemma have not yet been developed. Therefore, the

principal is in the tenuous position of having individually

to define his relationship with his advisory council and to

provide his own devices for handling the situation.

Becker (1962) discusses the parallel problem of

teachers maintaining their authority in the face of potential

challenge from parents. Teachers can be considered as func-

tionaries of service institutions whereas parents can be con-

sidered as clients.2 Bebker reports that in most service

institutions there is a tendency for clients to disagree with

the authority system set up by the institutional functionaries,

specifically, with regard to the clients' position in the

authority system. In order for the teachers to ensure

stability in the,ir work setting and in relations with parents,

'The School Board mandated advisory councils to
begin at all schools by February 1972.

2Becker defines functionaries as "those who do the
work of the institution" and clients as "those for whom the
work is done" (p. 298). Service institutions are those that
provide some service to the lay public.
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they feel they must maintain their definitions of their

authority over the parents' definitions of theirs and the

teachers' authority.

Goffman (1959) suggests ways for people to handle

problems in their zelations with others. Human beings may

be considered as social actors or performers who manufacture

impressions of themselves for the benefit of the audience

(the other human beings with whom ,they interact), so as to

create a character, or a figure whose characteristics are in-

voked by their manufacturing of impressions (p. 252).

During their interactions, they give a performance on

"all the activity ... on a given occasion which serves to in-

fluence in any way any of the other participants" (p. 15).

The other participants are either the audience, observers,

or co-participants.

The performer, in his performance,.attempts to pro-

ject and sustain a desired definition of the situation for

the benefit of the audience. The individual is, thus, a

performer--a manipulator, a manufabturer of impressions--

as well as a character--the figure whose characteristics

are invoked by the manufacturing ok impressions (p. 252;

Santayana, 1922). This is not to say that the projected

impression is always a false one, nor that the performer is

always aware that he is projecting his own desired impres-

sions to others. It is expected that a continuum of per-

formance belief exists--ranging from a sfncere conviction



to a cynicism (pp. 18-21).

While the individual may have various objectives

and related motives, it is in his interest to control the

others' responsive treatments of him and thereby avoid

trouble for himself. This is accomplished by influencing

how the others define the situation. In defining a situation,

while individuals typically make assumptions or have stereo-

typed expectations based on knowledge of an individual's oc-

cupation or position in the social structure, they. at times

have to acquire information based on indirect evidence--through

impressions they receive from the individual's verbal or

behavioral expressions. In other words, inferences are made

through social interaction.

Typically, audiences' impressions are based more on

the expressions given off by the conduct of the performer rather

than expressions given by his verbal assertions. Non-verbal

conduct is usually assumed to be le.ss governable and more

spontaneous than is verbal communication.

Therefore,the_performer can influence the audience's

impressions of,him by presenting his conduct in such a way

as to give the audience members the particular impression

of 'aim that he intends for them to have. How he presents

himself to the audience involves "impression management."

A principal, as a performer, may thus affect impres-

sions that the advisory council members develop of him and

also of their own involvement in decision-making vis a vis
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the principal. They may believe they are involved to the

extent the principal wants them to believe they are, rather

than to the extent they'are in fact involved.

While Goffman presents a detailed account of tech-

niques of impression management, at this time we will briefly

discuss only those considered germane to this research. They

are:

1. Dramaturgical Loyalty: develops a high degree

of in-group solidarity within the team;

2. Dramaturgical Discipline: maintains self-con-

trol and suppresses spontaneous or emotional

responses; manages face and voice effectively;

3. Dramaturgical Circumspection: carefully plans

the performance, prepares in advance for any

latont disruptions; and seizes any remaining

opportunities, by:

a. Choosing loyal and.disciplined team-members,

b. Attempting to select a cooperative audience,

c. Limiting the size of his team and of the

audience,

d. Staging an elaborate, awesome presentation

or ceremony, a "mystification," so as to

avoid a presentation of facts and to pre-

sent himself as the competent professional,

e. Limiting the temporal length of the perfor-

mance and consequently the amount of interac-



tion,

f. Controlling the'au ienoe's access to infor-

mation sources external, to the interaction,

g. Controlling the audience's access to infor-

mation sources internal to the interaction,
h. Controlling the agenda before the event,
i. Designating certain zinor tasks to persons

showing a regard for their status;

4. miammantAtkm: creates false impressiond

through inuendos and crucial omissions without

actually lying;

Through the use of these devices, a principal may
influence the impressions that the advisory council members
have not only of him, but also of themselves,

specifically
of their involvement in decision-making. For example, they
may be led to believe by his actions that he is accepting
their recommendations to him, while in fact he is mot.

Related Theory and Findings

Political leaders also use manipUlative devices to
placate their publics so as to avoid challenges to'their
.decision-making authority (Edelman, 1967; Etzioni, 1972)-.

politicians will not be reelected if their publics do not
'believe they are being adequately represented. To prevent
this from occurring, the politician may use such devices as
"tokeniSm," "speech-making," "commissioneering," or he can
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help pass symbolic laws to "mesmerize" the publio. These

`devices contribute to the performance of a ritual4of public)

service which creates an illusion of cooperative behaviqr

(Etzioni, 1972). Devices for presenting symbolic coopera-

tiveness appetr related to Goffman'a techniques used in

impression management as they both involve projecting a de-

sired definition of the situation on the part of the audience,

or public.

Dale Mann (1972), in his study of public school

principals' relationships with their advisory counoils,

found cases of "authentic community involvement" and "symbolic

community involvement." The nature of the involvement de-

pended upon the prinoipal's response to the advisory council.

If the principal'successfully satisfied the parents that

theirs was a real involvement, whether or not it was real,'in

fact, there was no problem for him. However, if the parents

"thought he was giving them 'a song and dance,' (they) be-

came mistrustful and remained hostile" (p; 37). It appears

that what was crucial was the success of the principal in

his gaining acceptance for his projected definition of the

Situation.

Management theory also provides insight into princi-

pal-advisory council relations, even though the council mem

bers are not in the formal line structure of manageraent, that

is, they are not subordinates to the principal as manager.

However, a manager similarly is faced with a dilemma as to the
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degree of involveMent in decisions he should allow his sub-

ordinates. Tannenbaum and Schmidt, (1958s95 $01) present a

.continuum of participatory manageMe0 that is influenCed by

the manager's discretiOni

1. Manager makes decision and announces it.

2. Manager:"sells" decisien.

3. Manager presents ideas and invites queStions.

4. Manager presents tentative 46oisiOn.

5, Manager presentS problem, gets suggestions, makes

decision.

Manager defines limits, asks grouP to make de-

cision.

Manager permits subordinatee to function within

limitS defined by superior.

These can be considered as styles, of leadership or as

atEA1.2910, or getting people to do what you would like them

to do in the first place.

Dyer (19721104-108) presents a review of various types

of strategists and strategies used in effecting desired

outcomes. Dyer's "illusionary democratic leader" is one who

suggests certain solutions to a problem and guides the group

to his already implemented decision. Bradford and Lippitt's

(1945) "benevolent autocrat" is one who presents himself as

the wise, benign father whose wisdom and experience provide

the rationale for his making the decisions or who thus pro-

tects himself from adverse reaction. Gouldner's (1950:644-



659) "pseudo-Gemeinschaft" strategy is utilized by the leader

who Institutes a camaraderie relationship with his subordinates

so as to use the group cohesiveness as a basis for coerdion.

In addition, subordinates are kept busy with tasks that are

irrelevant or unimportant. The Bleks-M6uton "managerial

facade" (1964:192-212) is a strategy used by .a 'leader who

may "feel out positions and achieve commitments, from those

concerned, prior to assemblying them." Deoision-making groups

are composed of allies so that. the outcome df group discussion

is ensured prior to the group's formation. Lawrence's (1954)

"phony proposer" offers two proposals, one containing an Ob-

vious flaw, so that the group will feel achievement even

though choosing the poposer's desired proposal. Dyer also

presents the "public praiser" who is an authoritarian leader

but concomitantly is one who promulgates praise for his

assistants, thus preventing criticism from these same assis-

tants. Another strategy presented by Dyer is the "impotent.

committee" used by the leader who either "cools out" the

group's efforts or stacks the committee with allies so as to

ensure acceptance of his program.

All of the above-mentioned strategies are involved with

,impression management and were thus incorporated into the

research design.

Research Design

Data gathering consisted of administering interview



schedules and questionnaires to a sample of prindipals,

teachers, and other district employees, as well as to students,

advisory council members, and other community members in Los

Angeles. Advisory *councils of over thirty-five schools were

involved in this study. An assessment of principals' methods--

their techniques of impression managementwas based on

subjective criteial the audience's (e.g., advisory council

members') deeoriPtione of principal behaviors the principals

desCriptions of their own behavior= and the interViewer's.

assessment of the principals' behaviOr based: upon the aboVei

reports and firsti-hand obserVation:of their, behaviOrdUring

advisory coUncil:-Meetings-. Also used were such objective

indicators as the degree to which the principals participate

in the writing of the agenda as.well as such aubjectiVe in-

dicatora as the extent to which the principal Appear$ to

support verbally without SubStantially following through with

council recomMondations.

Operationaltzed, the:;, existence of principals making use

of strategies for attempting to sustain a shared definition with

the council of his being the legitimate authority to make de-

cisions and/or influence the council members' understanding of

their actual involvement in decision-making was determined ac-

cording to the followinq hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. Principals will work to sustain
a shared klefinition of their role in decisionmakincl

a. developing, a high degree of in-group solidarity
(Goftman s wdramatur ical-Toyalty,11 Gouldner s
motula-Geme nsc
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carefully
waramatur

or

planning the (Goffman s
ibiir-arfogra"
part-VI ha recru tmeff£ and selection
erir(MW-Ikioutorill 'managerial;

aca e I

ancoura in aotive astioi atiOn bf council
Fla liars an carallirtVin couno meet nn
resentirtEemsalVos as.16e lega , ra ned,

an ex e onced mtaarA rofessionals who
filiVO e mate resuns o manMg-1M eon" s ons TM- avo "TeFFEra-
ET6h-BrfaniT45-Marra m on,

hri4o6rrTr5641VaITrbenevo en au o6o1r- o.);mr TEgth and, ocouTig6Zr6-c6UT-.........----
.P.22.-421.

discouragxng active rartiapation of council
merribors in cotWracTati-e.

()thesis 2. Principals will work to projectan mao of-"mean n u cbliBraI-TrivalVement in de-
on-maRrn _xl

ro n the wink of Lusa with which the.counc s invOlve
b. 'desi natT6 -Firwi77though a-10111141x /nook-, tasks

o 6 a v s6Traunoil or to-certain member
ToUranoes eiabyer'.0

demooraticleader9t:
c. con ro ng ETe-4-177ti611 council momber4' access

nforma ion external to the inEFMTTOn -such
FF,766PiU6r6rfion with tE6 51.-itir6E75.FIT4 FOLBr-
rEt000pt:pr Hoard- MeaperS,

' '

. COntrOgIa tn-WIVITor CbunCii members' access
rrINT3imatia-W .regara:EFTEe"OPFIWEion-eiraEFe-W6566T77-

e. NI-Frapresenting their attitudes toward council
involvement la:c7FRETh a reloe -re as Ito
F666-617F666-of7-Counc f recommen at ons "rough"`
strateg_WaMiguiti, ingia65775a767,50m7ars-
growi-luvaliaop-traqT ro orivT;

s mholic invoIiemen in making decisions,
or "token sm'--a ITCCep1n3 council: recoR6011E6na
66 mriTOFTtiatters fOr lhomsolVW777
Traonvon0eriniTTI21 iFear-1 committees to
investigate problems an m e recommendations
and in the mean time,7TAET6-tiMe l'OirwithOut
fillang to di-i-F6tly:dea wit tEF-Tr651-017 /WW1,
potent committee"] :



This research was conducted so as to establish, rather

than to explain the existence of a social phenomenon (Merton,

19591. Specifically, the focus of the researoh wasp to establish

the existence of the use of techniques of impression management

by.principals in the Los Angeles Unified School District.

Results

Data collected suggest that prinoipals in Los Angeles

conceive of the role of the principal to be that of legitimate

decision-maker in the school while acknowledging that advisory

council members may not now or in the future concur with the

principal's conceptions and hence may challenge the princi-

pal's role in decision-making, Because of the potential source

of challenge held by the advisory council the data Suggest

that principals, in Los Angeles do utilize techniques of im-

pression management in order to get and maintain acceptance of

their conceptions by advisory council members. The data also

suggest that variance in principals' utilization of impression

management techniques may be explained by variation in the

nature of.and degree of potential or real challenge to the

authority of the principal as perceived by the principals.

The data suggest certain conditions under which principals

are likely to utilize impression management techniques to a

'greater extent than do other principals. These above generali-

zations will be discussed in this section.



All principals interviewed emphasized the appropriate,-

nose of the principal, rather than the advisory council, as

the legitimate decision-maker in the school. Generallyi the

advisory counoii is perceived of as a mandated lay groUp, whiCh

lacks the training and experience to be a viable part of the

decision-making procesb in the school.- Typical of prindipals

comments were the following, made by the principal of a white-

middleolass junior high school.

We're the professionals) we've beentrained. They
.can put in their advice, opinions, and 60 forth, but the
decision should lie with the person who has the respondi-
bility--the school administrator.

Even so, the council's presence can be neutralized if it ad-

heres to its appropriate role, which is to support, rather

than to challenge, the authority of the principal and the pro-

grams and teachers of the school. The council can even be an

asset to the principal if it petitions support for.the

pal and the school to the School Board or area or district

administration.

However, the council can be a liability if it overtly

challenges the authority of the principal. In any cape

principals recognize that the council's presence is a potential

source of challenge and one which must be taken into considera-

tion in the principals' relations with their councils. A

principal describes the problem:

They say the advisory council should be involved but
that you're the final authority. It's difficult to get
their opinions and then not use their opinions. It has
the potential for a lot of problems.



Even though many principals have not been faced with

overt ohallenge to their authority, they are aware of situations

in which some of their Colleagues have been faced with this

problem and, thus, are themselves open to potential Challenge.

Acceptance of their conceptions of their role is not a alai

guaranteed thus, the council's presence represents 4, potential

source of challenge -to the authoritZ all principals

The council's presence concomitantly reprosInt-0 0 -

potential threat to the principals Order if overt. conflict

were to erupt at the schools Principals are aware thatOeVeral,

of their colleagues have been transferred to other echOola,whW

they were unable to demonstrate leadership in:cooling community

conflidt:andhostility directed at the school or at th0 Prirl*-

dipal, himself. Principals recognize that parents have been

known to becOme enraged when they haVe been unable to par-,

ticipate in decision-making, and thus, face this diffieult

situation of placating patents while still retaining control

of the decision - making process.

Those principals who at preSent are not faced with

conflict in their relations with their advisory councils still

face the possibility of a similar occurrence. Thus, the data

sugg 51A-. that in general, principals in Los Angeles, aware of

potential adv4ory council challenge to their authority,

utilize various techniques of impression management in order

to resolve a tenuous situation.
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Techniques of Impression Management

All principals involved in the study, as reported

by themselves and other participants and as observed by the

researchers, made use of, to varying degrees, manipulative

strategies in order to influence the impression's of advisory

council members as to the principal as the legitimate de-

cision-maker and/or the degree and nature of council involve-

ment in decision-making.

With regard to actual techniques used by principals

in managing the impressions of council members, the data

suggest that those techniques as discussed in the preceding

section of this paperl are utilized by principals involved

in this study. Responses made by participants suggest that

principals other than those involved in the study likewise

make use of these techniques. Because of the sheer quantity

of techniques observed and perceived and the limitations in

terms of length of this paper, examples- of all techniques

observed will not be presented at this time,2 Instead, that

which will be discussed at this time are those techniques of

impression management which were found to be the most commonly

used by principals, serving to exemplify the principal as the

'Pages 15-16

2A full discussion of these techniques will be pre-
sented in the author's dissertation and in future publications.
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legitimate decision-maker in the school.'

THE PRINCIPAL AS LEGITIMATE DECISION-MAgER

Principals work in various Wey'sand to varying de-

grees to sustain council members' impressions of the principal

as the legitimate authority in the schoolthe person Who'haS:
the expertise, experience and legal basis for making the:de-
cisions. In some instances, the principal does not hrve to

Work very hard at sustaining this impression; as members o'P.

the community generally hold this perspective a priori. This

is typically the case in the middle-class, schoo108upportive
community. However, in other instances the principal has to

work harder to sustain such an impression as the community is

not a priori school or principal-supportive.

Those techniques which were found to be used by a

majority of principals are, in order of usage: (1) presenting

themselves as the authority in relation to the council members

as untrained, lay citizens; (2) preparing in advance for

council meetings, such as taking part in the planning of the

agenda; and (3) dominating the council meeting.

'In conjunction with those techniques outlined on page.16, under Hypothesis 1b3: Principals will work to sustain ashared definition of their role in decision-making by: b.carefully planning the performance by: 3. presenting them-selves as the legal, trained and experienced competent pro-fessionals who have the legitimate responsibility to make thefinal decisions and avoid a presentation of facts.
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The Principal as Authority

Principals present themselves as the authority on

school matters in many ways. One way is to be direGt--to

promulgate to the council the appropriate duties of the

council in relation to those of the principal. A council

chairman discussed this leadership initiatives

He constantly reminds us that he's the final authori-
ty. The principal says there has to be someone at the
helm. Parents aren't knowledgeable. enough.

Some principals soft-pedal this stance, though still

get the point across. Another council chairman discussed

this reminding tactics

There are decisions which he feels he has to make,
regardless of the reaction of the advisRy council with
decisions he has to make of major importance and he ex-
plains to them why he has to make them. He explains
that there are a myriad of deoisions everyday. When he
has to make decisiond about placement of children,
for example, he doesn't go to the advisory council.
These are mechanical decisions.

Many "mechanical decisions" are announced to the

council by principals after, they have been made.

Members are then invited to express their opinions. A stu-

dent member of a junior high school council told of this procedure:

Mrs. had it on the agenda, when she brings up
the high points of what's been happening--all hdi "after-the-
fact" decisions. She wouldn't say "I've made the decision";
she said what had happened and how all the teachers and
other people wanted it.... . It's usually worked out okay
for her. It's been lucky for her that the advisory council
and the PTA usually agree with her decisions.

In some situations, council memberd are not invited

to express their opinions. Instead, the principal announces
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"after-the-fact" decisions during a principal's section of

the meeting, for example, "the principal's corner." It is

during this section of the meeting that the principal %Slays

the part" of the authority. The principal informs the council

members about the activities and problets at the school and

how he, as the capable administrator, has taken oare of every-

thing so that the council need not be concerned. The soMol
and the students are in good hands.

A council chairman discussed this procedures

He usually comes to us, presents something to us,
and that's that. I don't think,anything he presents
to us makee way for differing opinions. He tells us
his decision.- It's not presented in a way where we
could say, "Why don't we ...?"

At those council meetings which were observed by the researchers,

this section was usually found near the closing of the meeting.

By having it this vay, the principals are planning in advance.

Most principals prepare in advance for what will occur during

council meetings so that their image as decision-maker will Joe

maintained. They do this in many ways.

Erlmalq_ilutlumEe. some principals leave potentially

cenfliot-laden 'announcements 'for the end. This maneuver miti-

gates the possibility of council challenge to the principal's

decisions. A student member of a high school advisory council

discussed this maneuvers

[Mere are things we want to khow that 'he doesh't
want* to-knoWS<Ose bkings them up At-the end of the
Milet4gfilheire-therbisn't enough:titei-46 Atr
-run's-`the advisory council. He controld'th6-6017N7

-rf'"-



Although the principal is an ex-officio, non-voting
member of the advisory council, moot principals were found
to be heavily involved in the planning of the coundil meetings'
agendas. While this maneuver was hypothesized to be one con-
cerned with controlling the council's involvement, it was
also found to be concerned with maintaining the image of the
principal as the capable leader. In many cases, before the

scheduled meeting the council chairman either presents an

agenda to the principal for approval or the principal and

chairman work together to determine the agenda. In some

cases, the principal prepares the agenda and submits it_to the

chairman at the onset of the meeting. In some instances,

the control of the agenda is more subtle. A council- chairman

told of what occurs at her councils

The principal is in control of the agenda as Y know
nothing about what is going on in-the school except forwhat sho tells me. And she puts all the input-in themeetings.

The data also suggest that most principals feel the

need to plan ahead of time, -to be prepared.- Their-tmage of

competent profeseionals-is me -likely to be maintained if

they are not caught off guard, without an appropriate answer.

council chairman told of this need 'for advance preparations

'phairMans -'He alwayi-wanted-to know what.wab-gOing-to4,0-0nAhq agenda -sier'ho'-cOUldlave,an answer= prepared.- Bed kfl t
Oen-tine-0'61y

Ouestient;What'hap'pene-d whehrit' did?"

ChairMans 'He was verY"Uthttiiii=thathe Was put-On thespet.
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This same principal discussed his approach:

The way I worked it was to know what they wanted andprepare for it. ror example, if the subject is the budget,have experts come and explain it

Principals often make use of "experts." They are in-
vited by the principal to come to the meeting to offer an ex-
planation to the council -- which usually backs up the position
taken by the principal. The principal's position, substantiated
by an expert, is more difficult to challenge., Principals are
thus often able to present only one side of the picture. A
council chairman told of this practice:

She brought someone to speak to us presenting theSchool Board's viewpoint on the prOperty tax but with nowarning on the agenda so we could have another person-present the oppo"ng-viewpoint,

In other situilttions, experts are invited in so as to
_.avoid or reduce conflict. One principal told of a potentially_
_volatile situations

had the registrar come to the meeting to smooththings over--to be a diplomat.

At many schools, principals have suggested that the
counoil become informed as to what is occurring at the school.
Presentations are made by the teachers at every meeting, for
example, the math progrim is presented one month, the reading
program the next month, etc.. That which is presented to-the
council unified, competent professional staff at the
school. The students are ih good hands.
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Thus, the principal prepares in advance for council

meetings so that the council members' impressions will be such

that the principal and his staff are competent professionals.

By planning his performance in advance, the principal is also
A

able to have greater control over what occurs during the

council meeting.

Dominating the meeting. A majority of principals were

also found to dominate council meetings. CoUncil members are

aware of the principal's presence as the leader. This is

accomplished in Many ways.

At times, the principal plans and executes the agenda,

and in doing so; entirely takes over the meeting. At one

meeting observed, the principal told the observer before the

start of the meetings

It's going to be my meeting, not theirs, X have alot of things to go over with them. 4

The principal decided when the meeting should start,

Asked the chirman to call the meeting to order, and PrOqeede4
to announces

I have several things I'd like to inform.the advisory
-council about for their consideration and approval.

He then-listed-the agenda items on-th'e-ohalkbpard.

Often,prineipals.not COY contrail -'theagendai but al-
so the adherence to the agenda at-the meatings._ The =following

excerpts`-from:astranscriptof a adtindil-meeting illustrates
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Principals So, could,We'skip number 3 for a. while and
substitute, instead, the goal-setting. (Principal passed
out papers.] The final result of the goal-setting thatwe were all involved wittr-how many people were here that
rainy night, Mrs. (Chairman)?

Chairman: About 15 to 25.

Principal: Supposedly, we're supposed to present to
the Superintendent this list plus our ideas on how to ac-
complish the goals and program objectives. Now, frankly,I don't think we have the time to do it. Other councilsare, but we don't have to.... I would suggest that wehave a committee made up of students, parents, faculty
and administrators to write up a statement. We don'thave a meeting before March 30, but we de on April 1'so we could be a couple of days late, so we could take
a couple of minutes to set up what a small committee
should do. I submit this....

Chairman: Would anyone like to put this on a proposal?

Member: I don't understand where this is on the agenda.

Principal: It isn't. But we're'sort of skipping
around.

Chairman: Since we don't have a quorum, we can't
vote on it anyway. And Mr. (Principal),
would like to talk to Mr. before we decide onthis..

Prinoipalt All right, but if you
.

don't have a com-
mittee I'll have no choice but to get together some of thestaff to come up with something.

The above narrative also illustrates the influence

the principal can have in retaining control of the council ac

tivities. The principal knows what is going on.= In'a majority

of cases, the principal sits at the head table, which assists

in the projection of his image as the natural"leader, Members

often address themselves to the principal, rather than to the

chairman.
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The data suggest that a majority of principals do

monopolize the advisory council meetings. In doing so, they

project the image of the capable, experienced professional

who is a leader and is the one to whom council members should

address themselves.

Variance in Impression
Management Techniques

The data suggest that the use of impression manage-

ment techniques varies. While .the variance was riot pursued

in this study, the data suggest that it may be explained by

the presence of such conditions as the level of community

and council support for the principal, sobio-economic status

(SES) of the commun$t.y! leadership ability of the council

chairman, cohesiveness of the council itself, career con-

tingencies' and personality and leadership style of the

principal. It is suggested here that explanation of the

variance be pursued in future research endeavors.

That which the data suggests as a most crucial

factor is the level of council 'support2 for the principal.

'See Hughes (1968) for a discussion of "career con-
tingencies" or those factors which influence mobility between
different positions.

2Whi1e council support-was measured directly-by in..
terview and questionnaire'items, community support was not,
except-by the stated impressiOns of council members and prin-
cipals as to-the' suPport-in the community.-
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Based on observations of principal-council interactions and

on comments made by respondents, it is suggested here that

principals whose councils and communities are supportive of

their authority to make final decisions and of the teachers

and the programs in their schools, appear to engage in im-

pression management techniques to a lesser degree than do'

those whOse councils and communities are less supportive

and are even challenging of the Pr.incipal, teacher6i-and

school programs.

As an example from the first case, the principal at

a white middle-class elementary school, whose council and

community have provided support for the school and principal/

makes very little use of impression management. The advisory

council members generally support her decisions and have not,

as of Yet, challenged any programs or policies. At council

meetings she has urged the council to become more involved

in making decisions than the members have felt it 'necessary.

The council chairman is the leader of the council, irhile

the principal is the resource, ex-officio member. In con-

trast, as an example from the second case, the principal at

au integrated high school, whose council and community have

provided challenge to the school and the principal, makes

a great deal of use of impression management. At council

meetings he blocks attempts by the community to become

more involved in decision- making. For example, he



cites district rogulatiOnS that hinder their involvement.

He also structures the agenda and by doing so selects which

topics arise for discussion He, rather than the ehairman,

is the leader of the council.

Even many of thesi principals who are fortunate

enough to have supportive councils:and communities still

appear to perceive a potential challenge and thus use de.-

fensive practices to ensure continued support, Principals

recognize this situation now, as perhaps they did not in

the past, particularly in the lower-income minority communi-

ty. Minority parents and commUnityA.eaders have becomoimore

Vocal in recent years and have not been as-willing to accept

failure on the part of their children. They have:not been

as reticent to make the school staff aware of their grievanpeS.

This is not to say that this situation has occurred at all

lower income and:Minoi.ity Oeheols. RoWAver, even ithOse:prin-

cipals who have not encountered community and/or council

challenge to their authority, are aware of problems which

their colleagues have encountered. Comments made by a prin-

cipal at a predominantly chicano junior high school represent

these principals:

Minority conflict with'the establishment has hap-
pened at;a11-schools. We're just waiting our turn for
it to happen with the advisory council here,

This principal serves as a gatekeeper to school information

and does not encourage participation by-the community. 'Xf
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the council chairman fails to organize meetings, the meetings

are postponed.

The data suggest that those principals who are more

likely to utilize techniques of impression management to a

great extent are those who perceive to adgreater degree a

potential challenge to their authority. These principals are

more likely to be serving in schools whose communities and

councils are less school- and principal-supportive than are

other communities and councils. The data further suggest that

principals who serve in schools in-low-income, minority communi-

ties are more likely to encounter real or perceive of potential

challenge to their authority than arts those principals who

serve in schools in.middle-income communities. However, upper-.

income communities with a large proportion of professional

persons serving on the advisory council have been found to

provide challenge to the principal's authority.

Conclusion

The above discussed examples are some of the tech-

niques of impressi6n management which the data suggest are

used by principals in Los Angeles in their relations with

their advisory councils. These techniques were found to be

commonly used by most principals although to varying degrees.

The data further suggest that variance in principal use of

impression management techniques is found to exist, depending

upon the degree Of community and councilstipport for the

principal's conceptions of his role-in' debisiowi.Making.
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